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Section Dividers

Product Description

To compete with online resources, Non Fiction must be easy to navigate. These shelf based section dividers enable you to flag as many topics or genres as you wish and in turn, encourage customers to browse on impulse.

Self-supporting, the base of these L-shaped Section Dividers sits under books, allowing each to be easily moved as the collection size changes.

Designed in conjunction with International Library Consultant Kevin Hennah, our signage is customised to meet the practical needs to libraries, whilst allowing you to supplement traditional Dewey-driven signage.

- Navigate the collection with ease whilst improving overall image.
- Strong adhesive vinyl lettering applied to both sides of signs.
- Manufactured from high quality, durable polypropylene.
- No sharp edges or corners.
- The depth of each fin is 230mm, with 100mm of this visible (extending beyond books).
- Fitting comfortably into most shelving, each sign is 240mm tall.
- Choose from a list of over 800 topics

AUD $19.95 + GST

Need Samples?

We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au

For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Junior Section Dividers

Product Description

Navigate the Collection with ease whilst improving overall image. Self-supporting, the base of these L-shaped Section Dividers sits under books, allowing each to be easily moved as the collection size changes.

Designed in conjunction with International Library Consultant Kevin Hennah, our signage is customised to meet the practical needs to libraries, whilst allowing you to supplement traditional Dewey-driven signage.

Select from our list of pre-made signs or we can customise to your needs:

- Visual icons make navigating a breeze for all ages.
- Strong adhesive vinyl lettering applied to both sides of signs.
- Manufactured from high quality, durable polypropylene.
- No sharp edges or corners.
- The depth of each fin is 230mm, with 100mm of this visible (extending beyond books).
- Fitting comfortably into most shelving, each sign is 240mm tall.

AUD $19.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email:
info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Fiction Section Divider (A-Z)

Product Description

Navigate the Collection with ease whilst improving overall image.

Self-supporting, the base of these L-shaped Section Dividers sits under books, allowing each to be easily moved as the collection size changes.

Designed in conjunction with International Library Consultant Kevin Hennah, our signage is customised to meet the practical needs to libraries, whilst allowing you to supplement traditional Dewey-driven signage.

- Strong adhesive vinyl lettering applied to both sides of signs.
- Manufactured from high quality, durable polypropylene.
- No sharp edges or corners.
- The depth of each fin is 230mm, with 100mm of this visible (extending beyond books).
- Fitting comfortably into most shelving, each sign is 240mm tall.

* Alphabet contains all individual letters on separate signs with the exception of X,Y,Z which are combined on a single sign.

AUD $395.00 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Product Description

- Designed to sit on dust covers or cross-poles.
- Custom text on both sides.
- Do It Yourself install with 2x self adhesive clips.
- Signs can be easily removed from clips for simple relocation.
- Dimensions: 400mm x 100mm.
- Manufactured from an environmentally friendly black plastic black that doesn’t show finger prints or scratches.

AUD $19.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
3D Hero Sign

Product Description

- Manufactured from satin black acrylic, the base of these stylish signs are magnetic to ensure they adhere securely to metal shelves. If you have wood or laminate shelving, we can replace magnets with double-sided tape. The signs also self-support without adhesives.
- Each letter is 90mm tall. The length of the sign is dependant on the amount of characters.
- All lettering is in capitals.
- Maximum amount of 13 characters (including spaces).
- These signs are custom-made to order, you simply nominate what you would like written and we will do our best to accommodate your needs.
- Other colors are available, however minimum orders will apply.

AUD $39.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Shelf Talkers

Product Description

Self supporting, the top of the L-shaped sign sits under books, allowing the signs to be easily slid along the shelf as the collection size changes. Simply nominate what you would like printed and we can produce signs customised to your needs.

Made from premium acrylic these matt black signs look modern, professional and can withstand retail traffic.

- Try to use 1-2 words only on each sign or text becomes too small.
- Choose from a database of commonly ordered signs.
- We are happy to tailor text to your requirements, though we would encourage you to use text over Dewey numbers as these signs are designed as an alternative to numerics.

**AUD $19.95 + GST**

Need Samples?

We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au

For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Directional Fins

Product Description

Ideal for all shelving heights.

- Signs can be easily removed from clips for simple relocation.
- Do It Yourself install with 2x self adhesive clips.
- Fabricated from black polypropylene.

# Cannot be used in conjunction with dust cover, front-facing shelf or a top shelf as the sign attaches to the top of the shelving pole.

AUD $19.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au

For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Top Mount Sign

Product Description

Attaching to either dust-covers (canopy shelf) or a cross-pole, this directional signage solution attached using a discreet L-shaped bracket with strong, clear adhesive tape.

- Available with vinyl lettering or 3D raised laser cut lettering for a more sophisticated finish.
- Each sign is 600mm x 150mm and sits approx 50mm from the top of the dust cover (canopy shelf).
- All signs are custom-made to order, you simply nominate what you would like written and we will do our best to accommodate your needs. Other colors are available, however minimum orders will apply on alternative choices.
- Maximum amount of 15 characters (including spaces).

From AUD $49.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Custom Signs

Product Description

The team at Merchandising Libraries have extensive experience in a wide variety of signage applications.

The process is very simple.

- Send us an image of where you want the sign to be installed (ensure photo is taken straight on).
- Inform us of the text for the sign.
- Let us know approximate size of sign (we can work with you to tweak final design).
- Measure a feature in the photo such as a window, door or panel (this ensures the correct scale).

We will then supply you a FREE visual representation of the final product and advise the suggested signage materials and installation options.

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
3D Lettering

Product Description

Laser cut acrylic lettering creates an impressive, 3D finish. We have the latest technology to cut any font, character and most shapes.

Ideal for entrances, returns chutes, flagging wall-mounted display panels (What’s Hot, Recent Returns, etc), or anywhere you want to create a sophisticated finish.

We use high-grade acrylic from leading brands and each sign is supplied with a spacing/positing template, allowing you to self-install and create a professionally installed impression, at a portion of the price you would pay a sign writer.

Signage comes supplied with adhesive on the rear for installation on flat surfaces such as plaster wall. For installations on brick or uneven surfaces an adhesive such as liquid nails is required.

Limited by only your imagination we can custom cut to your requirements.

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Vinyl Lettering

Product Description

Custom vinyl lettering provides a professional looking alternative to traditional paper signs.

Replace your in-house printed paper signs with custom cut vinyl lettering to ensure a professional look throughout your library.

Choose from a wide variety of fonts, colours, text effects and more.

We use high quality materials from the leading brands to ensure your decal will look professional for a long time.

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Fiction Slatwall Acrylic Book Holders

Product Description

Designed for use on slatwall, our acrylic book holders are designed to meet the specific needs of libraries.

Available in two sizes:
Standard Fiction – Fits a standard fiction book up to 30mm thick
Thick Fiction – Fits a thick fiction book up to 60mm thick

The key design features include:
- 150mm Wide x 190mm tall.
- Manufactured from 4.5mm clear aircraft grade acrylic minimises the chance of breakage.
- Reinforced moulded anchors for insertion into slatwall extrusion (many suppliers create these out of bent acrylic, in turn increasing the chances of breakage).
- Designed to sit tight to the slatwall (reduces breakage and looks more professional).
- Flame polished edges to increase safety and eliminate sharp edges.
- Carefully angled to reduce the likelihood of books falling forward.

AUD $14.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Non Fiction Slatwall Acrylic Book Holders

Product Description

Designed for use on slatwall, our acrylic book holders are designed to meet the specific needs of libraries.

Available in two sizes:
- Standard Non Fiction - Fits a Non Fiction book up to 30mm thick
- Thick Non Fiction - Fits a Non Fiction book up to 60mm thick

The key design features include:
- 240mm tall x 200mm wide.
- Manufactured from 4.5mm clear aircraft grade acrylic minimises the chance of breakage.
- Reinforced moulded anchors for insertion into slatwall extrusion (many suppliers create these out of bent acrylic, in turn increasing the chances of breakage).
- Designed to sit tight to the slatwall (reduces breakage and looks more professional).
- Flame polished edges to increase safety and eliminate sharp edges.
- Carefully angled to reduce the likelihood of books falling forward.

AUD $19.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Series/DVD Holder

Product Description

Designed to showcase a series collection or even a collection of DVDs, these robust acrylic holders are a stylish alternative to boxes and also help maximise front-facing books:

- The turned down lip at the front of the holder anchors the stand to any book shelf.
- Sits perfectly on tables to create unique displays within your library.
- Designed for Junior and Teen collections, these stands also provide opportunities for DVDs and general paperbacks.
- Available in two variations:
  - Series Standard - Length (15cm) x Width (15cm) x Height (15cm)
  - Series Deep - Length (295cm) x Width (15cm) x Height (15cm).

FROM AUD $19.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We're happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au

For product enquiries & sales please email:
info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Hero Book Wall

Product Description

The Hero Book Wall is available in a set or individual discs.

**Essential Set (contains 6x discs)**
1 x Quick Pick signage Disc
2 x Book display discs with 'Replace Me' message (a quirky message is revealed when the book is removed)
3 x Standard book display discs

**Individual Discs**
Add some color to your disc collection - individual discs are $49.95 + GST each

- To create a professional finish, the Quick Pick sign is made by applying laser cut 3D lettering to the disc.
- The edges of each book holder is flame-torched to remove sharp edges.
- The replace message is intentionally not written on every disc - so scatter the message randomly.

Application:

- Easy to install, each disc includes two wall screws to suit plasterboard.
- If you are applying to brick wall we can recommend a simple solution.

**FROM AUD $49.95 + GST**

**Need Samples?**
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling.


For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Easel Book Holders

Product Description

Designed to support Picture Books and most Non Fiction titles, our book easel is carefully designed to display books at the best viewing angle. The modified design has a smaller footprint than the conventional easel stands without losing its designed purpose to display books on the correct viewing angle.

- Manufactured from 4.5mm thick aircraft grade acrylic to minimise breakage and to give the wow factor.
- Flame polished edges to increase safety and eliminate sharp edges.

Available in two designs:

- Single Easel Book Holder – Single book display
- Dual Easel Book Holder – Back to back book display

AUD $14.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Slatwall Acrylic Boxes

Product Description

Designed for use on slatwall, our acrylic boxes are the perfect way to display DVDs, series or other collections.

- Manufactured from 4.5mm thick aircraft grade acrylic to minimise breakage with reinforced corners for added protection.
- Reinforced moulded anchors add extra support for insertion into slatwall extrusion (many suppliers create these out of bent acrylic, in turn increasing the chances of breakage)
- Dimension – 185mm (W) x 185mm (L) x 120mm (H)

AUD $39.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Self Install Shelves

Product Description

The perfect solution for those who can’t afford slatwall but recognise the value of front facing books. These acrylic shelves screw directly to plain laminate bay ends or most solid surfaces:

- Two models are available – 300mm wide and 600mm wide.
- Display 2-3 rows of these for a dynamic display of book covers.
- Each book holder comes complete with a set of fixing screws.

From AUD $19.95 + GST

Need Samples?
We're happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Slimline Book Holder

Product Description

Designed for use on slatwall, our Slimline Acrylic Book Holders have been carefully designed to maximise the capacity of freight boxes.

In turn, minimising the cost of international freight. In doing so, we have not compromised on our commitment to quality and functionality.

The key design features include:

- 300mm Wide x 90mm tall
- Manufactured from 4.5mm clear aircraft grade acrylic
- Reinforced moulded anchors for insertion into slatwall extrusion
- Designed to sit tight to the slatwall
- Flame polished edges to increase safety and eliminate sharp edges
- Carefully angled to reduce books falling forward

AUD $14.95 + GST

Need Samples?

We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au

For product enquiries & sales please email:
info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Basic Display Holders

Product Description

Designed to fit both books and DVDs.

- Manufactured from injected moulded plastic with rounded edges.
- Our entry-level, cost effective solution
- Dimensions - 102 mm (W) X 120 mm (H) X 102 mm (D).
- Minimum order of 40 units.

**AUD $2.95 + GST**

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Magazine Holders

Product Description

Ideal for libraries who cannot accommodate a larger display unit, our magazine and newspaper holder is manufactured from 4.5mm thick aircraft grade acrylic and is designed to fit on standard bay ends or wall-mounted slat wall panel.

- 590mm wide to fit two magazines side by side or several newspapers
- A generous 70mm deep base allows display more than one edition, if required
- A tall front lip prevents larger publications from falling forward
- Reinforced anchors ensure the holder sits firmly in Slat Wall fittings
- All edges are flame polished to remove any sharp edges, minimising the risk of incidents in your library

AUD $69.00 + GST

Need Samples?
We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au
For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Poster Holders

Product Description

Perfect for displaying signage on slat wall or mounted to a wall.

Manufactured from 3mm heavy duty aircraft grade acrylic.

They are available in the three different designs:

- Slatwall – Reinforced anchors ensure a tight and strong fixture to your slatwall.
- Adhesive Tape – For direct application to a wall (must be flat surface).
- Screw Holes – Two screw holes at the top for wall mounting.

When ordering please inform us of your preferred fixing method.

Available in the following sizes:

- A5 Portrait – 148mm (W) x 230mm (H)
- A4 Portrait – 213mm (W) x 323mm (H)
- A4 Landscape – 298mm (W) x 235mm (H)
- A3 Portrait – 300mm (W) x 430mm (H)
- A3 Landscape – 422mm (W) x 330mm (H)

FROM AUD $10.50 + GST

Need Samples?

We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au

For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
Brochure Holders

Product Description

Manufactured from injected moulded plastic with rounded edges, these holders are the perfect solution for displaying brochures, leaflets or magazines.

Available in the two different designs:

- Slatwall – Reinforced anchors ensure a tight and strong fixture to your slatwall.
- Screw Holes – Two screw holes at the top for wall mounting.

When ordering please inform us of your preferred fixing method.

Available in the following sizes:

- DL Portrait – 113mm (W) x 179mm (H) x 47mm (D)
- DL Landscape – 231mm (W) x 90mm (H) x 56mm (D)
- A5 Portrait – 162mm (W) x 165mm (H) x 43mm (D)
- A4 Portrait – 225mm (W) x 250mm (H) x 43mm (D)

FROM AUD $7.90 + GST

Need Samples?

We’re happy to send samples at the listed product prices, plus postage and handling

www.merchandisinglibraries.com.au

For product enquiries & sales please email: info@merchandisinglibraries.com.au
"I was excited to see that the children borrow books from the book holders as soon as they were displayed. These were books that they had not borrowed previously. Thank you Merchandising Libraries!"

Pam Fairfoul
(Teacher librarian, Carmel Adventist College Primary, Perth)

"The new signs are great! The front facing book holders were very easy to install and have made it so much easier for students to find books."

Jasmin Chowdhury
(Head Teacher Secondary Studies, Freshwater Senior Campus)

"The kids and staff say how much easier it is to find the books. What used to take 10 minutes, now takes 1. We have moved from a seek and find number system to a user-friendly browsing system - so much better."

Trish Oliver
(Teacher librarian, Glenealy School, Hong Kong)